DIGEST
SUGEN Digest, Q2 2019
Welcome to this issue of the SUGEN Digest, our communication to all SAP user groups around the world, designed to
keep you informed of SUGEN's progress and provide you with information to share with your membership.
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SUGEN F2F Meeting, April 8-9-10, 2019 – Update

Foreword by Chairman Gianmaria Perancin
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Our F2F in Walldorf last April was indeed a very intensive meeting.
When you can discuss with Christian Klein with the openness and the transparency that has
characterised our executive exchange with him, you really think that SUGEN is worth for our
User Groups, for our members and also for ourselves.
When you have Michael Kleinemeier in the room, and you can start an initiative about the
150,000 consultant people to be trained to digital skills, so to support all the projects here and
there in the world, you touch in concrete to the influence that SUGEN can deliver.
Gianmaria Perancin
When you have the chance to exchange with Robin Manherz about portofolio and future
Chairman of SAP User
licensing, you know that SAP is listening to us and asks for feedback. So you know also that as
Groups Executive
a whole, we have to do our outmost to keep this channel open.
Network (SUGEN)
Just three examples, because we could also discuss with other executives, about Integration,
(USF)
S/4HANA, C/4HANA... SAP is moving, in a interesting way, and our role is to get as much insight as possible, in order to
get enough material and let us fulfill our mission to educate and help its members to go for SAP, upon well-informed and
substantive advice.
But if SAP is moving, our User Groups are also moving in parallel: we need to attract more LOB members, SAP is no more
only an "IT" topic. We need to grow, and we need to understand how and if SAP can help us in that, or if we have to do it
on our own. And finally, we need also to work on flagship events of each of the User Groups that are members of SUGEN:
because it is how each UG opens up to the external world and shows the added value they can bring to SAP users, for all
SAP solutions.
This DIGEST will give you some hints about all of these topics. Probably, you will recall some considerations you had during
the meeting; or for the people that could not attend, some questions will then rise... Let's continue this momentum, let's
keep it going: it is because we continue our discussions, even if only by mail, that we build a stronger network that can
improve more and more its influence capabilities.
I wish you a pleasant reading!
SUGEN & SAP Executive Exchange

Executive Exchange
with Christian Klein, Chief Operating Officer
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April 10, 2019
by Philip Adams, UKISUG
Christian opened his exchange by addressing the latest organisational changes including the departure of Bernd Leukert
and Rob Enslin. Having been with SAP for 27 years, Rob sought the next step in his career and found an opportunity to
work with a great partner of SAP moving forward.
As a result of Bernd’s departure, Christian as the current COO is also taking over the development role that Bernd
previously held.
In this role, Christian acknowledged the fact that User Groups are key stakeholders and emphasised the importance of
the ongoing constructive working relations. Finally, in answer to members concerns about the restructuring program,
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Christian said that these won’t have an impact, adding that this will allow SAP to invest in key growth areas to ensure the
company is prepared for the future.
He also said that this restructuring program is not about shrinking the company, but that SAP rather expects to grow to
more than 100,000 colleagues around the world in 2019.
Moving on, Christian explained that he is building on the work that has already been done on integration to make business
processes work. He shared information and customer anecdotes about the digital core SAP S/4HANA and the integration
of LoB solutions on the cloud side, e.g. SAP Analytics Cloud. He also mentioned that there is a roadmap of over 100 SAP
Leonardo services to be infused into the digital core.
Also, SAP is investing in tools to manage complexity of custom code when it comes to the migration to SAP S/4HANA,
such as readiness checks. Studies have shown that approximately 20% of custom code can easily be eliminated.
He further emphasized SAP’s commitment to support its customers with hybrid landscapes, allowing customers a
modular approach to move to the cloud with some solutions and applications while other elements remain on-premise.
All that said, on-premise will remain an important component of future landscapes and there is clear commitment to
invest in SAP S/4HANA on-premise.
Discussions moved on to talk about the HR roadmap and customer decisions to move to the cloud for HR. Christian
reiterated the sidecar option which provides an on-prem option until 2030. However, customers are concerned about
payroll and how payroll fits into the roadmap. A decision needs to be made about this. Christian acknowledged that SAP
can’t leave these customers behind and expects to give SUGEN a heads up as soon as new information becomes available.
Wrapping up, Christian indicated that in the past there has been a focus on LoB with acquisitions such as SuccessFactors,
Ariba, Concur, but now the focus is shifting towards the intelligent enterprise and integration so that customers can run
processes end to end.
Contributed by Philip Adams, UKISUG

Executive Exchange
with Michael Kleinemeier, SAP Digital Business Services
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April 10, 2019
During the SUGEN F2F in April, the SUGEN members had the pleasure to meet Michael Kleinemeier. In his presentation,
Michael Kleinemeier put special emphasis on the SAP S/4HANA Movement Program, introducing this cross-board
initiative and also addressing the SAP S/4HANA Adoption Starter Program which the User Groups played an important
role setting up in.
He brought along Tom Janoshalmi and Andreas Heckmann, who introduced the Integrated Delivery Framework, NextGeneration Support and SAP CALM respectively. Whereas the Integrated Delivery Framework focuses on agreed
responsibilities and delivery methodologies between SAP & Global Service Partners and Next-Generation Support comes
with new and AI-driven support capabilities, SAP Cloud Application Lifecycle Management extends ALM into the cloud
and makes it more standardized.
The User Groups agreed to support the roll-out of the SAP S/4HANA Adoption Starter Program. SAP has understood that
its customers need more guidance and reacted with this valuable methodology. SUGEN has moreover agreed to provide
feedback for a continuous improvement of the Integrated Delivery Framework. The ensuing discussion also included the
need to develop digital skills. SUGEN decided to set-up a project team to tackle this need. Michael greatly valued the User
Groups as an important part of the SAP ecosystem and appreciated the strong collaboration between SAP and SUGEN.
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SAP Expert Sessions

SAP Portfolio and Licensing
presented by Robin Manherz, SVP, Global Portfolio Planning & Commercialization
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April 9, 2019
by Per Högberg, SAPSA
The portfolio of SAP continues to increase, and the latest acquisition, Qualtrics, has already been integrated into the price
list.
SAP is giving more focus to accelerating the integration on all different levels, considering the fast changes in the IT
industry and market trends. At the same time, the portfolio composition of SAP will be more agile with frequent
evaluations over the year. The combination of Strategy, Portfolio and Licenses therefore is a key component to support
fast SAP adoption.
The collaboration with the hyperscalers AWS, Azure, Google etc. is also very important if you want to provide maximal
flexibility and enable an easy adoption. As the portfolio changes and increases rapidly, the license structure needs to be
flexible. SAP tries to establish a license function and structure in new developments so that the entire process is
connected and a fast market deployment facilitated this to connect the entire process to reach the market with fast
deployment.
Contributed by Per Högberg, SAPSA

Customer First
presented by Markus Schwarz, Chief Customer Officer
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April 9, 2019
by Craig Dale, UKISUG

Markus shared with the group a high-level introduction to Customer First; a comprehensive program based on
Customer First Action Framework.
It has a number of key pillars:
• Strategy,
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•
•
•
•

Structure,
Management Processes,
Individuals & Roles,
Technology

It also includes a Customer Success Executive Engagement Model, targeted at creating Outcome Success Plans,
including:
• Executive Alignment on Objectives
• Manage Governance & Communication
• Create Transparency, Monitor Performance
• Leverage OneSAP

It was agreed that SUGEN will engage in Customer First through the Ease of Doing Business Charter, due to the
synergies of the two programmes.
Contributed by Craig Dale, UKISUG
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S/4HANA Strategy Update
presented by Jan Gilg, SVP & Head of SAP S/4HANA
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April 9, 2019
By Chris Crone, ASUG
A standing, recurring update at SUGEN face to face meetings, is around SAP S/4HANA. Jan Gilg, SVP and Head of SAP
S/4HANA, shared with the group an update on the SAP strategy around SAP S/4HANA.
SAP S/4HANA will continue to be the center of the SAP product strategy and key to digital transformation. There will be
choices for customers: cloud or traditional on prem/hosting.
The overall plan focuses on:
1. Developing a modular cloud suite
2. Embedded intelligence and innovation
3. One architecture
4. Operational excellence
5. Drive SAP S/4HANA adoption overall
By leveraging SAP cloud solutions, line of business applications, and SAP Cloud Platform, customers will be able to create
end to end business processes.
Key take aways from the session:
1. Also in a hybrid world SAP will support mission critical business processes to drive business outcome
2. SAP continues to be a leader in the ERP space also in the Cloud
3. SAP delivers embedded intelligence to automate processes and give users the insights needed to make the right
business decisions
4. SAP continually improves the functional and industry specific capabilities for both OnPrem and Cloud ERP
Contributed by Chris Crone, ASUG

SAP’s Integration Strategy
presented by Katrin von Ahsen, Office of the CTO - Integration
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April 10, 2019
by Hans de Labije, VNSG
The connection of people, machines, and data across all processes will fundamentally change how processes are run and
how machines and humans interact. In 2018, SAP introduced the concept of the Intelligent Enterprise, a strategy that
allows organizations to rapidly transform data into insight – feeding process automation, innovation, and optimal
experiences.
SAP’s Intelligent Enterprise consists of three major building blocks, i.e. the Intelligent Suite (retain modularity and
flexibility of independent solutions while delivering a harmonized, integrated experience), Intelligent Technologies
(simplify, automate and innovate next-generation business processes by leveraging AI/ML, IoT and analytics), and the
Digital Platform (manage data from any source and rapidly develop, integrate, and extend intelligent applications).
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Intelligent enterprises are integrated enterprises
According to Katrin von Ahsen, integration expert of the SAP Intelligent Enterprise Suite Program at SAP, Intelligent
Enterprises are integrated enterprises. So, what integration capabilities does SAP offer its customers to achieve fully
integrated business processes? There are basically four key principles which are leading SAP’s effort to improve
application integration: These are out-of-the-box integration, open integration, holistic integration, and AI-driven
integration.
Out-of-the box integration aims at standardizing SAP integration technologies and concepts combined with a high level
of automation: Key technologies are for instance SAP Cloud Platform Integration for process integration use cases, Cloud
Integration Automation Service to automate integration scenario configuration end-to-end.
Open integration helps customers with the challenges of hybrid landscapes comprising of SAP and Non-SAP and cloud
and on-premise applications, where openness and modularity are key. Examples of this key principle is the provisioning
of public SAP APIs at SAP API Business Hub and SAP Cloud Platform Open Connectors to integrate with Non-SAP
applications.

For the holistic integration SAP addresses all levels of integration, ranging from user experience, process, data, analytics
integration and more. Furthermore SAP introduced the Integration Solution Advisory Methodology (ISA-M) which
simplifies integration by a systematic and holistic approach.
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And, finally, to enable an AI-driven integration approach SAP embeds intelligent technologies into SAP integration
technology in order to accelerate integration at higher quality. For instance SAP Cloud Platform Integration Advisor
leverages machine learning capabilities combined with crowd sourcing approaches to propose interface and mapping
definitions with best fit to the given business context.
As Christian Klein, Chief Operating Officer and a Member of the Executive Board of SAP SE, mentioned at his keynote of
SAPPHIRE NOW 2019 in Orlando, SAP is also aiming at delivering the domain models of SAP applications in order to
simplify integration and the development of application extensions.
CIO Guides
SAP offers two complementary CIO Guides on integration.
The 2017 edition, SAP Vision for Integrating SAP Applications in Cloud and Hybrid Environments, describes SAP’s long
term vision for integration, key integration use cases, API alignment, process integration guidance, and data integration
guidance.
The 2018 edition, Process and Data Integration in Hybrid Landscapes, offers a detailed description of the refined guidance
for process, B2B and data integration, the Integration Solution Advisory Methodology (ISA-M), the SAP API strategy,
integration automation, and SAP S/4HANA transition guidance.
These guides are updated and enriched on a regular basis.
If you are looking for more information about the key technologies and concepts of SAP’s integration strategy in context
of the Intelligent Enterprise you may check out the openSAP course “Integration – The key to the Intelligent Enterprise”.
Contributed by Hans de Labije, VNSG

SAP C/4HANA Product Strategy
presented by Sven Feurer, Director in SAP Hybris Solution Management
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& Strategy and Global Lead of Integration, Platform and Cloud Transformation Program
April 10, 2019
By Grahame Reynolds, SAUG
At SAPPHIRE NOW in 2018 SAP announced a « CRM revolution » with the introduction of a new product suite called SAP
C/4HANA. At the recent SUGEN Face to Face meeting held in Walldorf, SAP provided us with an update on their SAP
C/4HANA strategy and the product development road map. To me, SAP C/4HANA is an integrated cloud suite that
provides businesses with the capability to manage end-to-end customer experiences. It brings together customer data,
AI technology, and microservices to power real-time intelligent customer engagements across sales, service, marketing,
and commerce.
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It creates end-to-end processes across all cloud solutions to help organizations manage connected journeys rather than
having fragmented touch points resulting in a bad customer experience.
As an example, the Lead-to-Cash process - probably one of the most important overarching processes for many
companies to drive revenue and sustainable growth - runs across SAP C/4HANA and SAP S/4HANA as follows: Lead →
Opportunity → Sales Quote → Customer Order → Contract / Order Management → Fulfillment → Invoicing. SAP will
provide a range of consumption and licensing models that can suit individual customers.
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The key points to note are the following:
1. Even though the suite is referred to as SAP C/4HANA this does not necessarily mean that HANA technology is used in
all the individual products at the present moment.
2. While all products are generally available in some form, it will be several years before the entire suite is fully available
as a consistent and integrated product.
3. It is suggested that each customer reviews the detailed road maps that are available via these links so they can
determine an overall roll out strategy.

SAP Roadmaps:
SAP C/4HANA Roadmaps:
SAP Customer Experience Roadmap
SAP C/4HANA Roadmap Webinar

Further Product Roadmaps:
SAP Sales Cloud Roadmap
SAP Service Cloud Roadmap
SAP Marketing Cloud Roadmap
SAP Commerce Cloud Roadmap
SAP Customer Data Cloud Roadmap
4. Ultimately, there’s a shift happening to SAP's long standing CRM (New Dimension Product) solution. Even though the
mainstream maintenance of SAP CRM is guaranteed until 31 Dec 2025, SAP began to embed the SAP CRM solution into
SAP S/4HANA on-premise as add-on called “Customer Management” (find further info here).
Basically, SAP intends to offer end-to-end solutions consisting of core processes from SAP S/4HANA (e.g. finance, core
sales & distribution, core pricing etc.) and leading customer experience scenarios offered with SAP C/4HANA (sales
automation, field service management, marketing execution, omni-channel commerce etc.).
Based on what the SUGEN group has seen of the SAP C/4HANA offering we expect the introduction of SAP C/4HANA to
proceed in a similar fashion to other new offerings. Conceptually, this product is comprehensive and the thought and
business processes are well engineered in typical SAP fashion.
The success of the product and the customers using it depends on both the extent of functionality and ease of
implementation . SAP must continue to work hard on developing seamless integration between the components and
ensuring the user experience across the suite is consistent and of a highly intuitive nature.
Further Info :
•
•
•

SAP C/4HANA Landing Page
SAP C/4HANA Gold Guide
SAP C/4HANA Book (save 22% with the coupon code SAPUSERGROUPS)

Contributed by Grahame Reynolds, SAUG
→ table of contents
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Join the SAP S/4HANA Movement
Presented by Bjoern Braemer, Global Head of the SAP S/4HANA Movement Program
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April 10, 2019
by María Elena Gutiérrez, ASUG México
Bjoern Braemer kindly shared some relevant points around the strategy SAP has defined to support its customers on the
journey to SAP S/4HANA. The WHY, WHAT and HOW are key components of the initiative and new services, tools,
trainings, strong collaborations with the eco-system etc. are developed and / or improved as part of this strategy.
Even when the numbers around SAP S/4HANA adoption look good (Status February 2019: 10,500+ licensed customers,
5,000+ deployed projects, and 2,500+ live customers), the share of new customers for SAP S/4HANA is quite high. 60% of
SAP S/4HANA customers come out of the installed base, but the growth rate for new customers is 2x higher. The adoption
of SAP S/4HANA among the installed base needs to accelerate to meet the company’s objective for upcoming years.
Trying to understand the reasons, the SAP S/4HANA Movement Program started nine months ago with a survey, and
summarizing the feedback received in this survey, they found four root causes:
1) I do not understand why I should move now
a. I have just finished my implementation or roll out
b. I have just stabilized my ECC implementation
c. The end of maintenance 2025 is not a good reason to trigger the process
2)

Is SAP S/4HANA really ready?
a. Customers would like to see more references as this is a new product
b. Customers want to be sure that their whole functionality can be supported by SAP S/4HANA

3) What is the total cost of implementation/operation?
4) Usability/User friendliness
Confronted with these four important customer pain points, SAP decided to set up a new program called “The SAP
S/4HANA Movement”, which focuses on driving the adoption of SAP S/4HANA in the ERP Installed Base.
Understanding that “Not one size fits all”, SAP invested in new engagement models; addressing the different customer
segments and their specific needs. Subsequently, they defined three starting points: Self Planning, Adoption Starter
Engagement / Move in Motion Initiates, Discovery Engagement.
With the “Self Planning” starting point, Movement for instance includes tools and approaches for customers who do not
want to go into an interaction with consultants right away, but rather prepare themselves with information. Showcases,
reference cases, and tools such as the Transformation Navigator, which provides customers with information about the
functionality, right releases, and the right combination of products, are all part of “Self Planning”. It is important to
mention that this tool is free of charge for customers.
Other tools/services defined in the scope of the Movement Program that can be very interesting for our members to
explore:
- Move in Motion, which is an event for customers and partners supported by SAP Experts.
o Customer workshop that focuses on General Business Partners (not large enterprises or key accounts)
from different industries. An open, transparent discussion on questions as: Why is SAP S/4HANA relevant
for my business? How can my way to SAP S/4HANA look like? And others resulting from running the
Transformation Navigator tool.
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o

Considering ~45% of the installed base of SAP is part of the General Business segment, this event is highly
relevant.

-

The engagement model is not limited to the General Business segment and has been successfully delivered for
larger enterprises as well. SAP S/4HANA Adoption Starter Engagement is a virtual classroom training and free of
charge for customers with active maintenance. All sessions are conducted by SAP experts in the field, who explain
participants SAP’s services, accelerators, tools, innovation and product features around SAP S/4HANA.
Companies listed for the sessions get the answer to the three questions mentioned at the beginning of the article:
the WHY, WHAT & HOW. Participants get “homework” assigned, as SAP wants to ensure that each customer
starts the internal alignment between IT/business and leaves the course with a clear picture on the path forward.
All outcome is summarized at the end of the training and provides a roadmap for the customer. Partners or
preferred system integrators can join the course on behalf of a listed customer as well.

-

SAP S/4HANA Discovery Engagement – The engagement model addresses the same content the adoption
starter covers but is designed for large enterprises that require an individualized analysis. Business Case and Road
Map Tools, Expert Advice and Guidance are delivered in On-site workshops.

-

SAP Readiness Check for SAP S/4HANA – Improved thanks to the feedback received by the User Groups in the
past. The results are now more accurate. This tool runs an analysis on your SAP ERP Core system and provides
information about the potential simplification items (incl. steps to take during the update to SAP S/4HANA), addon status, development objects and their usability in the target system, current reports and their support under
SAP S/4HANA etc. There is a lot more on information, all of it designed to prepare customers or their
implementation partners for the journey & guide them on how to achieve a successful implementation with low
TCI.

-

Miscellaneous – SAP invested and keeps investing in more tools, accelerators or support activities, some, but not
all of them are listed below:
o Conversion tools, such as the migration cockpit - Based on concrete customer and partner feedback
o SAP S/4HANA centric GB partner factories - Partner driven and SAP certified conversion factories for the
General Business segment, fixed price offerings to eliminate the financial risks for customers
o ABAP Test Cockpit – Custom code listing and automatic code remediation for selected algorithms
o Downtime Optimized Conversions / Software Update Manager
o SAP-accompanied projects- Engage RIG experts to get architectural guidance during planning/execution
phase, Value Assurance or MaxAttention services for larger customers and initiatives
o Integrated Delivery Framework and SAP Advanced Deployment – when a customer decides to run its
project with SAP as the main contractor, as well as with the big partners aligning the delivery roles,
methodologies and services from SAP

The challenge now is to ensure that these tools and services and the correct local liaison are ready and available in each
subsidiary. We need to facilitate the knowledge and use it among our members.
The User Group in each country is going to define the strategy that promotes and makes the content of the SAP S/4HANA
Movement Program available for their members (users and partners); considering the most common local challenges,
questions and needs around the journey to SAP S/4HANA.
More information about Movement Program
Contributed by María Elena Gutiérrez, ASUG México
→ table of contents
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SAP Global User Groups Organization

SAP Global User Groups Organization
presented by Yasmin Awad, SVP, Head of SAP Global User Groups Organization
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April 9, 2019
On the second day of our SUGEN F2F, Yasmin Awad (SVP and Head of the Global User Groups Organization) provided an
update on the Global User Groups Organization sharing both joint successes and future priorities.
With User Group growth as a key concern, she was happy to announce six newly founded User Groups in South East Asia.
Following last year’s incredibly successful knowledge sharing activities, the team continues to drive workshops, webinars
and eBooks that cover the entire SAP product and solution portfolio, always taking into account User Group feedback.
It is a core priority of the department to provide assets that are valuable for the User Groups and that these can benefit
from. Yasmin also put special emphasis on the importance of User Groups when it comes to influencing. The close
partnership and cooperation with the User Groups helped with projects such as Indirect Use/Digital Access, SAP Universal
ID, and the SAP S/4HANA Adoption Starter to name only a few.
The 2018 GUGO activities were complemented by more than 1000 SAP Innovation and Optimization Pathfinder for IT
reports delivered, the launch of the SAP Pathfinder LoB edition, as well as a revamp of the Customer COE program. Yasmin
agreed to share further details on the Pathfinder editions and the Customer COE program with SUGEN and the User
Groups.
Looking into the future, she emphasized that the User Groups must stay relevant and do everything to represent the
future SAP customer base. Attracting both young talents and Lines of Business are therefore key priorities, and GUGO
and SUGEN will work together in this context. Yasmin moreover pledged to further drive SAP innovation through mutual
influencing and knowledge transfer. She highly appreciated the great collaboration between GUGO, SUGEN and the User
Groups.

SUGEN Best Practice Sessions

Attracting LOB members – workshop session summary
session leader Bente Boger, SBN
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April 9, 2019

▪

Line Of Business are:
Non IT
Business process owners
Departments
o Business process focus (HR, Logistics, Finance, Supply chain, sales, manufacturing, analytics..)
o
o
o

▪

Attracting LOB:
o
o

Cooperate with LOB organizations
Arrange business oriented events like “Electronic invoice”
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o
o

▪

Find Sponsor for a change that will be a reference
Target the right people

Include acquired solutions into our events
o
o
o
o

Non sap presentations that reach all
Focus on business area more than IT
Focus on common issues
Invite them and ask them to hold sessions

How can SAP further support SAP User Groups,
in growing membership – workshop session summary
session leader Tracey Greig, AFSUG
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Actions listed as the most needed and possible?
Participants ask SAP to investigate further and finalise including an end date as to when if any of the below
actions can be realised?
1. Communications throughout the sales cycle, and insert where it makes sense a 1 pager on the User Group –
inclusive of an invitation to a User Group event – even if the Customer has not yet signed – in order to bring to
the attention of all Customers that SAP engages with at the earliest moment the benefits of a User Group –
understand the value so that as the deal is completed the Customer already knows and wants to continue or
start building a relationship with that Countries User Group.
2. Discounted Membership Option – Global Alignment for new member’s whom come on board, whilst Net New
Names or Prospective Customer – and then finally when signed and is a NEW CUSTOMER – How can SAP assist
by issuing vouchers to each new customer introducing them to the User Group?
3. Internal – SAP Offices Globally – Posters in Canteen Areas – explaining the User Group and benefits of
membership?
4. Hands on Meeting – globally – offering each Head of User Group to present update on the past month or quarter
to SAP Employees – a need for every SAP Employee to know what the User Group is?
5. Induction Program – when a new employee attends, completes forms online – a forced field with a tick box –
showing the employee has read and understands the User Group and why they are important for SAP.
6. Include within SAP Newsletter’s – information again on the User Group.

Outcomes from November 2018 workshop session
▪ Collaboration and internal structures
o
o
o
o

Avoid hierarchies, silo thinking in open networks
Build ad-hoc collaboration structures on demand, work in projects, based on the need of currents
requests – what are the hot topics?
Be open to change
Individualization – members may participate as they like – the platform is used for an open
collaboration
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▪

Technology Adoption
o
o
o

▪

External Communication
o
o
o

▪

Create a platform for IT and LOB to collaborate
Create a virtual environment
Adopt new technology within the User Groups

Focus – successful business case stories / studies
Knowledge is key – new and better a constant
Volunteers – use the platform as being recognised in stepping up your career – RECOGNITION is
important

Possible next Steps
o
o
o

Work on matters in smaller groups – Charters / Projects – END DATES needed?
Take direct contact with other User Groups for searching for new information or how to do it?
Report successes and failures across all groups?

Ideas to improve our flagship event – workshop session summary
session leader Guillaume Chédebois, USF
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▪

How is SAP involved in your Annual Event?
o

▪

Most of the attending UGs stress the difficulty to align with local SAP when it is not a joint event,
meaning that SAP involvement is local marketing dependent.

What is the difference between an SAP event and a User Group event?

SAP event

User group event

sales
show
Future strategy

knowledge
education
Present experience

Dream
Reality
"psychology"
"safe space"
vs
Decision makers only
Influencers/key users
more formal
more relaxed
more sale oriented
more networking oriented
Communicate
Engage
one way
bidirectional
Push
Pull
▪

What is the organizing framework for your annual event
o

Key ingredients for a successful event appear to be: good content (topics, hands-on etc.),
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entertainment and strong networking opportunities, opening visitors mindset,
venue location change, an event from/for end-users.
▪

Ideas for the evolution of your event
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Don’t use SAP language in marketing material
Develop interactive sessions
Have customers as speakers
Attract Business and IT with seperate contents
Keynotes not SAP related
Targeted marketing for different LOB
Dense, compact feedback survey (standard form (ex.Qualtrics))
“Hackfest” to attract younger audience
Turn event into attractive experience (with all senses, engaging elements).
→ table of contents
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